ReMoS: Reducing Defect Inheritance in Transfer Learning via Relevant Model Slicing
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ABSTRACT
Transfer learning is a popular software reuse technique in the deep learning community that enables developers to build custom models (students) based on sophisticated pretrained models (teachers). However, like vulnerability inheritance in traditional software reuse, some defects in the teacher model may also be inherited by students, such as well-known adversarial vulnerabilities and backdoors. Reducing such defects is challenging since the student is unaware of how the teacher is trained and/or attacked. In this paper, we propose ReMoS, a relevant model slicing technique to reduce defect inheritance during transfer learning while retaining useful knowledge from the teacher model. Specifically, ReMoS computes a model slice (a subset of model weights) that is relevant to the student task based on the neuron coverage information obtained by profiling the teacher model on the student task. Only the relevant slice is used to fine-tune the student model, while the irrelevant weights are retrained from scratch to minimize the risk of inheriting defects. Our experiments on seven DNN defects, four DNN models, and eight datasets demonstrate that ReMoS can reduce inherited defects effectively (by 63% to 86% for CV tasks and by 40% to 61% for NLP tasks) and efficiently with minimal sacrifice of accuracy (3% on average).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Neural networks; • Software and its engineering → Dynamic analysis; • Security and privacy → Software security engineering.
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Software reuse is one of the most concerning issues [18, 52]. Developers are often unaware of or unable to eliminate the vulnerabilities in the reused code, which may lead to unexpected consequences. For instance, the Heartbleed bug in the OpenSSL library has led to severe security issues in many applications built upon it [14]. The open-source nature of many reusable packages increases the attack surface since the attackers can inspect the reused code thoroughly to find flaws to exploit. The threats and countermeasures of reusing vulnerable modules have been studied by security researchers for a long time [6, 8, 10].

The deep neural network (DNN for short) is now considered a special type of software with great breakthroughs in recent years. To reuse existing models and expedite model development, transfer learning [40, 51] has been proposed to reuse the knowledge in one model to build new models. A typical transfer learning process includes acquiring a public pretrained model (e.g. ResNet [24] or BERT [13]), adjusting the model architecture, and fine-tuning the model using target-domain data [42]. Borrowing names from the prior literature, we call the pretrained models as teachers and the new models built upon them as students [64]. Thanks to the wide availability of sophisticated public models [3, 4, 68], transfer learning is nowadays the default choice for most developers when building their own deep learning applications.

However, similar to traditional software reuse, transfer learning also leads to concerns about defect inheritance. Figure 1 illustrates the defect inheritance problem in traditional software reuse and model reuse. In software reuse, the developers download the public library and use it in their applications. Similarly, in model reuse, the developers download the public pretrained model and use transfer learning to obtain their customized models. In both cases, defects may be inherited during the software reuse process. An attacker can download the public library (model), analyze it to find the defects, and attack the deployed application (model) with the carefully crafted inputs [6, 8].

The SE community takes the security risk of DNNs as an important problem [37, 38, 60, 71] as DNN models are extensively used in various industrial and research scenarios. On the one hand, DNNs are considered as an emerging type of software artifact (widely known as “software 2.0”). The widely-adapted model reuse is a type of software reuse for DL developers. On the other hand, nowadays DNNs are frequently embedded into software applications, such as autonomous driving and facial recognition. The safety of DL models is crucial for the reliability of relevant software.

We surveyed existing literature and summarized seven typical defects that may be inherited during transfer learning. As shown in Table 1, these defects can be categorized into two groups: adversarial vulnerability and backdoor. Adversarial vulnerability is an exploratory defect [25, 36], where an attacker can obtain adversarial examples from the public teacher model and fool the students [21, 55, 58, 64]. Backdoor is a causative defect, where hidden malicious logic is injected into the teacher model purposely, and the student models built upon it may also misbehave under certain backdoor triggers [20, 20, 28, 32, 45, 70]. According to our measurement study, the defects can easily be propagated from the teacher to the students, with the inheritance rate ranging from 52.58% to 97.85%.

A major reason for DNN defect inheritance is the indiscriminate training process [58]. Specifically, in conventional transfer learning, the student model is initialized thoroughly with the teacher’s weights, including the weights for both student-related and defect-related decision boundaries. Thus the defect-related decision boundaries are largely kept during fine-tuning since the student dataset is small-scale and irrelevant to the defect-related decision boundaries [41]. The focus of this paper is how to reduce the inherited defects while preserving student-related knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Defect Type</th>
<th>Inheritance Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Adversarial Penultimate-Layer Guided [58]</td>
<td>58.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Vulnerability Neuron-Coverage Guided [21, 55]</td>
<td>52.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Latent Data Poisoning [70]</td>
<td>72.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Adversarial Greedy Word Swap [31]</td>
<td>64.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Vulnerability Word Importance Ranking [29]</td>
<td>94.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backdoor</td>
<td>Data Poisoning [20]</td>
<td>96.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weight Poisoning [32]</td>
<td>97.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Potential defects in the literature that may inherit during transfer learning.
trained for a specific task. Thus, the teacher model may contain a substantial amount of weights that are not useful for the specific task that the student model tries to address. Having these irrelevant weights enlarges the attack surfaces for backdoors and increases the probability of exposing defects. Based on this observation, we propose to selectively reuse the teacher knowledge that is relevant to the student task. The idea is motivated by relevant slicing [5, 22], which computes a set of program statements that may affect the slicing criterion. Our intuition is similar to the conventional software engineering practice: only reusing the relevant code of a program can decrease the probability of having bugs [6, 8, 10].

However, due to the lack of the interpretability of DNN models, computing the relevant slice is not easy. For traditional software, the functionalities are specified by the developers through lines of code, and the relevance of each line of code can be explicitly computed [22]. On the contrary, the development process of DNN models is quite different. The decision logic of a model is hidden in millions of weights learned from data. The semantic meaning of each weight is not understandable, making it difficult to compute the relevant part.

To solve the aforementioned problems, we introduce a profiling-based approach named ReMoS (Relevant Model Slicing) that is guided by neuron coverage to compute the relevant slice of the pre-trained model on the student task. The relevant slice is further used in fine-tuning to reduce the inherited defects. ReMoS consists of four steps: coverage frequency profiling, ordinal score computation, relevant slice generation, and fine-tuning. The first stage records the neuron coverage frequency by iterating all data samples and computes the weight coverage frequency as the fine-grained relevance to the student task. Ordinal score computation combines the weight significance inside the teacher model (measured by the magnitude) and the relevance to the student task (measured by the weight coverage frequency). The last step finds the model parts that are relevant to the student task and resets the excluded weights. At last, the relevant part of the teacher model is used to initialize the student model and it is fine-tuned with the student dataset.

We evaluate ReMoS with both CV and NLP tasks on four models, eight datasets, and on all seven inherited defects in Table 1. For CV models, the inherited defects are reduced by 63% to 78% for adversarial vulnerability and 86% for backdoors, with less than 2% accuracy sacrifice. For NLP models, the inherited defects are reduced by 40% for adversarial vulnerability and 50% to 61% for backdoors, with less than 3% accuracy drop. We also analyze the distribution of the excluded weights of the relevant model slice and find that it mainly slices the high-level weights that are irrelevant to the student task.

This paper makes the following research contributions:

- We study the defect inheritance problem in the transfer learning scenario, summarize common defects in the existing literature, and quantify the inheritance rate of each kind of defect.
- We propose ReMoS to reduce defects inherited from teacher models during transfer learning. Our method is inspired by relevant slicing in traditional software, which computes a subset of parameters in the teacher model that are relevant to student tasks while excluding the irrelevant ones to reduce teacher-originated defects.
- We evaluate ReMoS against seven different types of DNN defects in comparison with several state-of-the-art approaches on various popular DNN architectures and datasets. The results have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach.

## 2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the defect inheritance problem, describe the threat model, and define the defender’s goal.

### 2.1 DNN Defects

The DNN defects considered in this paper are defined as follows:

**Definition 1.** DNN Defects are the deviation of the actual and expected results of a DNN model produced by certain input samples.

Specifically, we focus on two typical DNN defects that are widely discussed in the literature, including adversarial vulnerability and backdoor. They can be triggered by adversarial inputs and backdoor inputs respectively.

**Adversarial vulnerability** means that a DNN is vulnerable to adversarial inputs that are generated by adding special noise to normal inputs and lead to prediction errors [26]. The most common way to generate adversarial inputs is to use gradient ascent techniques on the white-box model [48]. In the software engineering community, this vulnerability is viewed as a robustness issue, and many techniques have been proposed to test [21, 55, 65], improve [15, 17], or verify [7, 43, 54, 60] the DNN robustness.

A **backdoor** (or a trojan horse) is a hidden pattern purposely injected into the model that produces unexpected output if a specific trigger is presented in the input. Backdoor inputs can be easily synthesized by attaching a backdoor trigger to normal inputs. The most straightforward way to implant backdoor is data poisoning [20, 45], i.e., adding carefully designed samples into the training data to let the model memorize misleading patterns. Recently, researchers have extended the attacks to make the backdoor more effective [28, 32, 37], evasive [39], and transferable [70].

The two aforementioned defects share a similar goal: to disturb the model output under a limited perturbation budget. This budget is usually computed by a distance function $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ which measures the difference between a benign input and a malicious input. The goal of the adversary is to generate a malicious sample $\tilde{x}$:

$$\tilde{x} = \arg \max \{ f(x'; w^T), y \} \quad s.t. \quad d(x', x) < \epsilon \quad (1)$$

where $J$ is the loss function and $\epsilon$ is a pre-defined small value. For the adversarial vulnerability, the distance function is usually the $p$-norm distance between the two inputs: $d(\tilde{x}^{adv}, x) = \| \tilde{x}^{adv} - x \| _p$.

For backdoors, the adversary attempts to generate malicious inputs by attaching a trigger sign onto normal inputs. In this case, the distance is the ratio of different input dimensions between $\tilde{x}^{tri}$ and $x$: $d(\tilde{x}^{tri}, x) = \frac{\| \tilde{x}^{tri} - x \| }{\| x \|}$.

In the community of SE and ML, these two defects and the corresponding attacks usually refer to the same thing [15, 17, 72], so we will use the terms “defects” (or “vulnerabilities”) and “attacks” according to the different context.
2.2 DNN Defect Inheritance

Unlike most existing work that discusses DNN defects of an individual model, we focus on the defects propagating between models during transfer learning.

Transfer learning scenario. Suppose a developer wants to train a model \( M^S \) with a dataset \( D^S \). To improve accuracy and reduce training time, she decides to use transfer learning to build her model upon a public pretrained model \( M^T \). \( M^T \) and \( M^S \) are called the teacher model and the student model respectively. The dataset \( D^T \) that was used to train \( M^T \) is called the teacher dataset, which is significantly larger than the student dataset, i.e., \( |D^T| \gg |D^S| \).

The most common transfer learning method is fine-tuning, where the developer changes the model output and uses the local student dataset to fine-tune the model. The change made on the model is slight because the knowledge in the teacher model is general enough.

We are interested in the DNN defect inheritance problem in transfer learning, which is defined as follows:

**Definition 2.** DNN defect inheritance is the phenomenon that the input samples which can trigger defects (mislead the output) in the pretrained teacher model \( M^T \) can also produce misbehavior in the student model \( M^S \).

Since the teacher models are usually publicly available, attackers can easily analyze them to find adversarial inputs or inject backdoors into them. Such teacher-originated malicious inputs pose threats to the student models deployed in the real world, even though the student models are not white-box available.

**Threat Model.** We assume the attacker has read and/or write access (white-box) to the pretrained teacher \( M^T \), and thus he can infer or inject defects in the teacher model. This assumption is reasonable because many pretrained models are publicly available [3, 4, 68]. The attacker can publish a malicious pretrained model as well. We also assume the attacker has basic knowledge of the student model \( M^S \) such as the type of the task, but has no read or write access to the student \( M^S \) or student dataset \( D^S \). It is because the student models are usually protected and served as a black box. Based on the knowledge of the teacher model \( M^T \), the attacker can generate malicious inputs that can fool the student model \( M^S \).

2.3 Goal and Challenges

**Defender’s goal.** The defender in our scenario is the developer of the student model \( M^S \) who is unaware of how the teacher model \( M^T \) is trained. Her goal is to optimize the transfer learning protocol to reduce the defects inherited from \( M^T \) (reduce the misclassification rate on the malicious samples \( x \) that are generated from \( M^T \) ) while retaining the student-related knowledge in \( M^T \).

Figure 2 displays the difference of inherited knowledge between conventional transfer learning (left) and transfer learning with ReMoS (right). Our objective is to reduce the common defects that are shared by both the teacher model and the student model. Because the pretrained teacher model is publicly available, removing the shared defects will reduce the exposed attack surface of the student model and improve the security level.

Specifically, we want to achieve the following objectives:

- **Effectiveness.** The inherited defects in the student model \( M^S \) should be effectively reduced, i.e., reducing the inheritance rate of the adversarial samples and backdoor samples.
- **Accuracy.** The student model \( M^S \) should still be able to reuse the student-related knowledge in \( M^S \) to achieve high accuracy on the student dataset \( D^S \).
- **Efficiency and utility.** Since efficiency and ease of use are major reasons why developers use transfer learning, the new protocol should not bring too much overhead or introduce too much complexity.

Reducing the inherited defects is challenging mainly due to the limited interpretability of DNNs. A model is usually viewed as a black box whose knowledge can only be changed by feeding different training data. It is unclear how to identify and separate defect-related knowledge from student-related knowledge during transfer learning.

3 RELEVANT MODEL SLICING

Inspired by the relevant slicing technique in traditional programs, we believe a similar technique for DNN models can help distinguish student-related and potential defect-related knowledge in a model, and further mitigate the defect inheritance problem in transfer learning.

3.1 Relevant Slicing for Traditional Programs

Relevant slicing [5] is an important slicing technique and has many applications such as debugging [22], regression testing [9] and prioritizing test case [27]. We first give the formal definition of the relevant slice as follows:

**Definition 3.** (Relevant Slicing) Given a program \( P \) and a slicing criterion (a test case \( t \) and a target statement \( s \)), relevant slicing is to compute a subset of program statements that influence or have the potential to influence the statement \( s \) during the execution of \( t \).

Relevant slicing can be used to reduce vulnerability in traditional programs. An example is shown in Figure 3. Suppose the code snippet on the left is a public library function that contains a potential defect. If the input \( b = 0 \), a DivideByZero error may occur at line 8. If this piece of code is used without modification in a custom application, the bug may be exploited by attackers to pose threats to
the application. However, with the relevant slice, the statements that are not related to the custom application can be removed to reduce the attack surface. Suppose we only care about a limited number of input cases in the custom application, thus we can compute the relevant slice concerning the criterion whose inputs are the interested cases. For example, if the interested input case is \( \{a = 0, b = 4\} \) and the criterion is \( < \{a = 0, b = 4\} \) 14, \( w > \) the corresponding relevant slice is shown in the right code snippet of Figure 3. In the custom application, using the original library code (left) or the relevant slice (right) does not influence the correctness of the program (the output \( w \) at line 14). However, the latter can remove the inherited defect and avoid the potential security risk (DivideByZero error).

### 3.2 Relevant Slicing for DNN Models

Similar to the example of reducing inherited defects in traditional programs through relevant slicing, we think it might be helpful to adapt the concept of relevant slicing to DNN models to reduce defect inheritance.

The idea of slicing a DNN model is not new. Zhang et al. [73] proposed to represent the decision process of a DNN with a slice (a subset of critical neurons and synapses that made a greater contribution to the prediction) and used the computed slices to detect adversarial inputs. Although our goal is different, we could follow their definition and customize it based on our scenario:

**Definition 4. (Relevant Model Slicing)** Given a DNN model \( M \) and a target domain dataset \( D \), relevant model slicing is to compute a subset of model weights that are more relevant (bounded by a threshold) to the inference of samples in \( D \) and less relevant to the samples outside \( D \).

If we could obtain such a relevant model slice, we can use it to reduce inherited defects in transfer learning, just like using relevant program slices to reduce potential vulnerability in traditional software. Specifically, we can transfer the knowledge in the relevant slice to the students to retain useful knowledge, while removing the rest of irrelevant parts to avoid the defect-related knowledge propagating into the student model. The goal can be formally described as finding a subset of the teacher model’s weights \( w \subset w^T \) that, when \( w \) is used in transfer learning, can maximize the accuracy of the student model on both clean data and malicious data that is generated from the teacher model.

\[
\max_{w \subset w^T} \sum_{(x,y) \in DS} \|f(x; T(w)) = y\| + \|f(\tilde{x}; T(w)) = y\|
\]

(2)

where \( T(\cdot) \) represents the transfer learning process and \( T(w) \) is the weights after training, \( \|\cdot\| \) is the indicator function.

The concept of finding a subset of weights can also be found in model pruning approaches [23] that are mainly used to reduce the model size. For example, magnitude-based pruning [23] proposes to trim the small-magnitude weights to save computation cost. However, such a subset is not a relevant slice because the weights with larger magnitudes are not necessarily only relevant to the target student task. They are relevant to all the domains that are included by the teacher model’s domain.

### 4 OUR APPROACH

Computing the relevant slice as defined in Section 3.2 by directly solving Equation 2 is difficult due to the unpredictable DNN training process and unavailable prior knowledge about defects. In this section, we introduce a heuristic algorithm to approximately find the relevant model slice and use it to reduce defect inheritance in transfer learning.

#### 4.1 Overview

The workflow of ReMoS consists of four steps: coverage frequency profiling, ordinal score computation, relevant slice generation, and fine-tuning. An illustration with a three-layer neural network is shown in Figure 4. For simplicity, we assume there are three data samples in the student dataset.

Coverage Frequency Profiling computes the coverage frequency of each weight, which represents the relevance to the student task. The weight coverage frequency is computed based on the neuron coverage frequency profiled over the student dataset. The first stage of Figure 4 displays the neuron coverage frequency (in the neurons) and the weight coverage frequency (on the weights).

The Ordinal Score Computation step computes a score for each weight based on the static information of the teacher model (weight magnitude) and the dynamic information on the student task (weight coverage frequency). Because the range of weight magnitude and the coverage frequency is different, ReMoS uses the ordinal score as the yardstick. In the second stage of Figure 4, the ordinal score is displayed in the pink circles on each weight.

Relevant Slice Generation identifies the relevant slice based on the ordinal scores. The weights with large scores are included in the slice and others are reset. In the third stage of Figure 4, the size of the slice is constrained to be nine. Therefore, the connections with red circles are excluded by the slice and are reset.

Finally, the fine-tuning step uses the student dataset to train the model as displayed in the last stage of Figure 4. This step is the same as the conventional transfer learning, except that the student model is initialized with the computed relevant slice.

We then explain why ReMoS can achieve the three objectives in Section 2. First, because ReMoS only contains the weights that are frequently covered by the student dataset, the relevance between the slice and the student task is high. The accuracy of the student model is not harmed and can be recovered by a fast fine-tuning phase.
We first illustrate the formulation of the DNN model. A deep neural network model can be abstracted to be a set of layers: \( M = \{L_1, L_2, \cdots, L_K\} \), where \( K \) is the number of layers (called depth). \( L_1 \) is the input layer. Each layer \( L_k \) consists of several neurons: \( L_k = \{n_{k,1}, n_{k,2}, \cdots, n_{k,t_k}\} \) and \( t_k \) denotes the number of neurons in the layer \( L_k \). Layer \( L_k (k > 1) \) contains a weight matrix \( w_k \in \mathbb{R}^{t_{k-1} \times t_k} \) that connects all the neurons of the preceding layer to the current layer. Each value (weight) \( w_{k,i,j} \in w_k \) connects the neuron \( n_{k-1,i} \) to the neuron \( n_{k,j} \). For presentation simplicity, we mainly concentrates on the linear layers in DNN models to describe our methodology. However, our technique is also applicable to other model architectures (as shown in the experiments of Section 5).

Let \( h_k \) denote the neuron activation (internal feature) of the \( k \)-th layer. \( h_{k,i} \) is the activation value of neuron \( n_{k,i} \). The computation process of each layer can be formulated as (omitting the bias term for simplicity):

\[
h_{k+1} = \text{ReLU}(w_k \cdot h_k).
\]

where ReLU is a popular activation function. We define the output of the model \( M \) on the input \( x \) as the set of all internal features:

\[
\text{Run}(M, x) = \{h_2, h_3, \cdots, h_K\}.
\]

We then define the coverage metric of DNN. We focus on the widely used neuron coverage (NC). Let Cov represent the neuron coverage function, which takes the internal features as input and outputs the indexes of the covered neuron. The neuron coverage function finds the neurons whose activation values are larger than a threshold \( \alpha \). The neuron coverage on the sample \( x \) is formulated as:

\[
\text{Cov}(x) = \text{Cov}(\text{Run}(M, x)) = \text{Cov}([h_1, h_2, \cdots, h_K])
\]

\[
\quad = \{v_i | v_i = \|h_i > \alpha\| \}.
\]

Each vector \( v_i \) represents which neurons at layer \( L_i \) are covered by the data \( x \).

ReMoS first iterates the student dataset and records the coverage information for each sample. Then the neuron coverage frequency on the dataset \( D^S \) is computed as:

\[
\text{Cov}(D^S) = \{ \sum_{x \in D^S} \text{Cov}(x)|i| = 2, 3, \cdots, K \}.
\]

The coverage frequency of the weight \( w_{k,i,j} \) is the sum of the neuron coverage frequency of two neurons that this weight connects:

\[
\text{Cov}(D^S)_{k,i,j} = \text{Cov}(D^S)_{k-1,i} + \text{Cov}(D^S)_{k,j}
\]

The intuition is that if one neuron is frequently covered by \( D^S \), the relevant weights should be frequently covered as well. Because the student dataset is often small, profiling does not cost much time or computation resources.

### 4.2 Coverage Frequency Profiling

We first illustrate the formulation of the DNN model. A deep neural network model can be abstracted to be a set of layers: \( M = \{L_1, L_2, \cdots, L_K\} \), where \( K \) is the number of layers (called depth). \( L_1 \) is the input layer. Each layer \( L_k \) consists of several neurons: \( L_k = \{n_{k,1}, n_{k,2}, \cdots, n_{k,t_k}\} \) and \( t_k \) denotes the number of neurons in the layer \( L_k \). Layer \( L_k (k > 1) \) contains a weight matrix \( w_k \in \mathbb{R}^{t_{k-1} \times t_k} \) that connects all the neurons of the preceding layer to the current layer. Each value (weight) \( w_{k,i,j} \in w_k \) connects the neuron \( n_{k-1,i} \) to the neuron \( n_{k,j} \). For presentation simplicity, we mainly concentrates on the linear layers in DNN models to describe our methodology. However, our technique is also applicable to other model architectures (as shown in the experiments of Section 5).

Let \( h_k \) denote the neuron activation (internal feature) of the \( k \)-th layer. \( h_{k,i} \) is the activation value of neuron \( n_{k,i} \). The computation process of each layer can be formulated as (omitting the bias term for simplicity):

\[
h_{k+1} = \text{ReLU}(w_k \cdot h_k).
\]

where ReLU is a popular activation function. We define the output of the model \( M \) on the input \( x \) as the set of all internal features:

\[
\text{Run}(M, x) = \{h_2, h_3, \cdots, h_K\}.
\]

We then define the coverage metric of DNN. We focus on the widely used neuron coverage (NC). Let Cov represent the neuron coverage function, which takes the internal features as input and outputs the indexes of the covered neuron. The neuron coverage function finds the neurons whose activation values are larger than a threshold \( \alpha \). The neuron coverage on the sample \( x \) is formulated as:

\[
\text{Cov}(x) = \text{Cov}(\text{Run}(M, x)) = \text{Cov}([h_1, h_2, \cdots, h_K])
\]

\[
\quad = \{v_i | v_i = \|h_i > \alpha\| \}.
\]

Each vector \( v_i \) represents which neurons at layer \( L_i \) are covered by the data \( x \).

ReMoS first iterates the student dataset and records the coverage information for each sample. Then the neuron coverage frequency on the dataset \( D^S \) is computed as:

\[
\text{Cov}(D^S) = \{ \sum_{x \in D^S} \text{Cov}(x)|i| = 2, 3, \cdots, K \}.
\]

The coverage frequency of the weight \( w_{k,i,j} \) is the sum of the neuron coverage frequency of two neurons that this weight connects:

\[
\text{Cov}(D^S)_{k,i,j} = \text{Cov}(D^S)_{k-1,i} + \text{Cov}(D^S)_{k,j}
\]

The intuition is that if one neuron is frequently covered by \( D^S \), the relevant weights should be frequently covered as well. Because the student dataset is often small, profiling does not cost much time or computation resources.

### 4.3 Ordinal Score Computation

This step computes the ordinal scores to determine which weights should be included in the relevant slice. The score combines the static information of the teacher model (weight magnitude) and the dynamic information on the student task (weight coverage frequency).

Under the premise that the knowledge in the slice is sufficient for fine-tuning, we want the slice to contain as little relevant knowledge as possible. In this way, the risk of containing defect-related knowledge is reduced. The weight magnitude is an important measurement of the teacher’s knowledge (the larger the weight magnitude is, the more significant it is to the teacher). Therefore, we use the absolute weight values inside the slice as an indicator of the amount of teacher knowledge. We formulate the objective of ReMoS as:

\[
w_{\text{ReMoS}} = \arg \max \sum_{w \in \mathcal{W}} \text{ACC}(T(w), D^S) - \sum_{w \in \mathcal{W}} |w|
\]

Our heuristic solution to the above function is to select the weights with small magnitude and large student-task relevance. However, one challenge of combining the two indexes is the different value range.
Take ResNet18 for example, the range of magnitude is $[10^{-12}, 1.02]$. The range of weight coverage frequency on the MIT Indoor Scenes dataset [57] is $[0, 5374]$. To solve this problem, ReMoS uses the order of one weight inside the whole model weight set as a unified metric.

Formally, for the weight $w_{k,i,j}$, the ordinal magnitude score and the ordinal coverage score is computed by:

$$
ord_{mag_{k,i,j}} = \text{rank}(|w_{k,i,j}|),
$$

$$
ord_{cov_{k,i,j}} = \text{rank}(\text{CovW}(D^S)_{k,i,j}),
$$

where rank computes the index of the value in the ascending-sorted array of all weights. The ordinal magnitude score $ord_{mag}$ is the position of $|w_{k,i,j}|$ in the sorted array. The ordinal coverage score $ord_{cov}$ is the position of the weight coverage frequency $\text{CovW}(D^S)_{k,i,j}$.

The next step combines the two types of ordinal scores. The intuition is that the weights with large ordinal coverage scores and small ordinal magnitude scores should be included in the relevant slice. Thus, we set the overall ordinal score as the ordinal coverage score minus the ordinal weight score:

$$
ord_{k,i,j} = ord_{cov_{k,i,j}} - ord_{mag_{k,i,j}}.
$$

4.4 Relevant Slice Generation

This step identifies which weights should be included in the slice based on the ordinal scores.

Specifically, we rank the weights by the ordinal score, and the weights with larger scores are selected as the relevant slice, i.e.

$$
slice(D^S) = \{w_{k,i,j}|ord_{k,i,j} > \theta_0\},
$$

where $\theta \in [0, 1]$ is a hyper-parameter representing the ratio of weights to be selected into the relevant slice (i.e. $|w|/|w^T|$, $\theta_0$ is the ordinal score threshold to control the size of the slice.

Finally, the weights in $slice(D^S)$ are used to initialize the student model. The weights outside of $slice(D^S)$ are regarded as less relevant to the student task and are set to zero to forget defect-related knowledge in the teacher. The initialized student model is fine-tuned with the student dataset, just like the normal transfer learning process, to generate the final student model.

5 EVALUATION

To evaluate ReMoS, we mainly focus on the following aspects:

- **Defect mitigation effectiveness**: How effective is ReMoS to mitigate the inheritance of common defects? How much accuracy needs to be sacrificed? How does it compare to other techniques? (In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3)

- **Generalizability**: Is ReMoS general enough for different transfer learning tasks? (We test our method on both CV and NLP tasks, different models, different datasets, and different defects to evaluate the generalizability.)

- **Efficiency**: How much time does ReMoS spend to get a satisfactory student model? How is its efficiency compared to conventional transfer learning? (In Section 5.4)

- **Interpretability**: How is the model trained by ReMoS different from other student models? Why is ReMoS effective and efficient? (In Section 5.5)

5.1 Experimental Setup

**Overall methodology.** In our experiments, we directly adopted various attacks in the prior literature [20, 21, 29, 31, 32, 55, 58, 70] to evaluate ReMoS. We first downloaded pretrained models from the Internet as the teacher models. Then we used our technique and other baseline methods to train student models from the teachers. We followed the prior attack literature, acted as the attackers who have access to the teacher models, and tried to generate malicious inputs that can fool the student models. These inputs were used to measure how many defects each student has inherited from the teacher (if more defects are inherited, the student will have a higher error rate on the malicious inputs). The models, datasets, and defects used for CV tasks and NLP tasks are different, which will be introduced in the corresponding subsections.

**Implementation.** We implement ReMoS on PyTorch 1.7 [53] for the ease of customizing DL training procedures. For the neuron coverage implementation, we slightly changed the code base of EvalDNN [63] to profile the coverage frequency.

**Evaluation metrics.** There are mainly two metrics compared across different student training techniques in our experiments, including accuracy (ACC) and defect inheritance rate (DIR). The accuracy is computed by $ACC = \text{mean}_{(x,y) \in D^T} f(x) = y$. The defect inheritance rate is computed as the misclassification rate on the malicious dataset $D^M$, i.e. $DIR = \text{mean}_{(x,y) \in D^M} f(x) \neq y$. $D^M$ is formed by the generated misclassified samples from $D^S$.

The accuracy and defect inheritance rate may differ on different datasets, making it difficult to directly compare the performance of different student training techniques. Thus, we additionally introduce the relative accuracy and relative defect inheritance rate for comparison. Suppose $ACC_{ft}$ is the accuracy achieved by the conventional fine-tuning technique on student task $s$ and $S$ is the set of student tasks. For each student training technique, the mean relative accuracy is computed as $rACC_m = \text{mean}_{s \in S} \{\frac{ACC_{ft}}{ACC_{s}}\}$ (i.e. the mean accuracy compared to the traditional fine-tuning technique), and the mean relative defect inheritance rate is $rDIR_m = \text{mean}_{s \in S} \{\frac{DIR_{ft}}{DIR_{s}}\}$.

5.2 Defect Mitigation on CV Tasks

This section and Section 5.3 discuss the effectiveness of ReMoS on CV and NLP tasks respectively.

Setup. **Models and Datasets.** We used two state-of-the-art large-scale CNN models ResNet18 and ResNet50 [24] on five popular transfer learning datasets, including MIT Indoor Scenes [57], Caltech-UCSD Birds [67], 102 Category Flowers [50], Stanford 40 Actions [69] and Stanford Dogs [30]. The selected datasets are representative with the number of classes ranges from 40 to 200. The number of parameters of the two models are 11M and 25M [2].

**Baselines.** We compare ReMoS with six representative baselines, including fine-tuning, retraining, DELTA, mag-pruning, DELTA-R, and Renofeaton. Among them, fine-tuning and retraining do not incorporate any defense at all. DELTA is a technique that is widely used by deep learning developers to improve accuracy [34]. This technique encourages the student model to have similar feature maps as the teacher model. Mag-pruning is a state-of-the-art “fix-after-transfer” approach for backdoor removal [44]. This technique prunes
we obtained a backdoored pretrained model. Then the backdoored work on DNN testing [33], we combined various coverage metrics adversarial samples. Figure 5 shows the defect mitigation results on each kind of defect is detailed below.

Defect Inheritance. The backdoor mitigation result is shown in Figure 7. The average inheritance rate is 72.91% for fine-tuning and 62.61% for mag-pruning. It means the backdoor knowledge is partially encoded in the small-magnitude weights. We followed the implementation of [44] and set the pruning ratio to 80%.

DELTA-R and Renofeation are two representative “fix-before-transfer” techniques. DELTA-R, similar to DELTA, cooperates feature regulation to learn from the teacher. Renofeation is a recent work to mitigate adversarial vulnerability inheritance on CV tasks [11], which cooperates feature regulation, internal dropout, and stochastic weighted average to train the student model.

We used the configurations (learning rate, momentum, etc.) that can achieve optimal accuracy on the student tasks. For the “fix-after-transfer” techniques, we set the learning rate to 1e-2. For the “fix-before-transfer”, we set a larger learning rate to 1e-1. We set the number of training iterations as 30K and keep it the same across all techniques.

Defect Simulation. To simulate the situation of defect inheritance, we need to generate malicious inputs based on the teacher model and test whether they lead to misclassification on the student model. We consider two kinds of adversarial attacks, including the penultimate-layer-guided adversarial attacks and the neuron-coverage-guided adversarial attacks. For the former one, we followed the state-of-the-art attack introduced by Rezaei et al. [58] to generate a set of malicious inputs $D^M$. We selected this attack because it is one of the known strongest attacks in white-box setting [61].

For the neuron-coverage-guided attacks, motivated by the prior work on DNN testing [33], we combined various coverage metrics and different strategies to generate $D^M$. The coverage metrics include neuron coverage (NC), top-k neuron coverage (TKNC), and strong neuron activation coverage (SNAC). TKNC covers the neurons that have the highest $k$ activation values (we select $k$ as 10 follows [33]). SNAC covers the neurons that the activation value is high enough inside the layer. The strategies include DeepX-plore (randomly selects inactivated neurons as the target neurons to activate) [55], DLFuzz (selects the most covered neurons) and DLFuzz$_{gr}$ (combines three strategies in a round-robin manner [21]). For each sample, we optimized the input gradient to cover as many internal neurons as possible. We selected the last sample during the optimization procedure as the malicious sample.

The simulation of backdoor defects was slightly more complicated. We followed the settings of Latent Backdoor et al. [70] and poisoned the training data of the teacher model. We assumed the attacker had a training dataset of a similar data distribution to the student dataset. Some samples in the attacker’s dataset were attached by a trigger sign (e.g. a Firefox logo) and labeled mistakenly on purpose. By tuning the pretrained model on the attacker’s dataset, we obtained a backdoored pretrained model. Then the backdoored pretrained model was used as the teacher to generate student models.

Results. The defect reduction effectiveness of ReMoS on penultimate-layer-guided adversarial samples, neuron-coverage-guided adversarial samples, and backdoor samples are shown in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7, respectively. Generally, ReMoS significantly reduces defect inheritance with minimal accuracy loss. The discussion on each kind of defect is detailed below.

Adversarial Vulnerability. We first discuss the two types of adversarial samples. Figure 5 shows the defect mitigation results on penultimate-layer-guided adversarial samples. We plot the results on all of the five datasets. The first row displays the student accuracy and the second row shows the defect inheritance rate.

Conventional transfer learning achieves high accuracy on the student datasets, although at the cost of high DIRs. In Figure 5, 8 out of 10 cases have higher DIR than 50%. The phenomenon implies that the inheritance of adversarial vulnerability is practical and the developers should pay attention to it. Retraining has the lowest DIR but the accuracy is significantly lower ($rACC_m = 0.58$).

DELTA can partially increase the accuracy in some cases. However, it’s DIRs are significantly higher (over 75% on ResNet18). Mag-pruning is ineffective to reduce the inherited adversarial vulnerability ($rDIR_m = 1.06$), which demonstrates that the low-magnitude weights are not critical to the teacher model’s knowledge, including the defect-related knowledge. We can also observe that generally the DIRs of ResNet50 are lower than ResNet18. It’s probably because that the increased model capacity helps to increase the robustness. This observation aligns with the prior work [48].

ReMoS only sacrifices less than 2% model accuracy and reduces over 75% inherited defects than the conventional fine-tuning (the $rDIR_m$ is 0.25 for ResNet18 and 0.22 for ResNet50). Besides, in many cases, the DIR of ReMoS are comparable with the students trained from scratch (minimum value for DIR).

The two “fix-before-transfer” techniques (DELTA-R and Renofeation) can partially improve the accuracy of the student models based on retraining, but the performance is still lower than the fine-tuned students. Besides, we can observe that such techniques have lower accuracies on ResNet50 than ResNet18. We think the reason is that the increased complexity of ResNet50 makes it more difficult to train on the small-scale student dataset.

Similarly, the defect reduction results on neuron-coverage-guided adversarial samples are shown in Figure 6. For the fine-tuned students, the DIRs (averagely 51.92%) are lower than that of penultimate-layer-guided samples (average 75.50%). We think the reason is that when generating adversarial samples, targeting on the middle layers is less effective than targeting on the penultimate layer. The latter can directly fool the last FC layer. On the contrary, the turbulence made on the intermediate layers may be corrected by subsequent layers (which are trained to have fault tolerance). For neuron-coverage-guided samples, the target layers contain a large number of intermediate layers.

It can also be observed that the inheritance rates differ between various coverage metrics and strategies. For the coverage strategies, the defects discovered by DLFuzz inherit most in transfer learning (averagely 59.85%). It means that selecting the most covered neurons can generate easier-to-inherit adversarial samples. For the coverage metrics, TKNC is the worst effective (the average DIR is 40.14%). We think the reason is that the top $k$ neurons are too little compared to the enormous neurons inside the model.

ReMoS reduces the inheritance rates in all cases by a large margin. The $rDIR_m$ is 0.37 over the two datasets. On average, 63% of inherited defects that are generated by the neuron-coverage-guided techniques can be eliminated by ReMoS.

Backdoor. The backdoor mitigation result is shown in Figure 7. The average inheritance rate is 72.91% for fine-tuning and 62.61% for mag-pruning. It means the backdoor knowledge is partially encoded in the low-magnitude weights. ReMoS reduces the inherited defects to a similar level of retraining (the $rDIR_m$ is 0.14). It means
that the large-magnitude weights excluded by ReMoS are critical to the backdoor knowledge. After resetting such weights, the backdoor defect is mitigated by a large margin.

5.3 Defect Mitigation on NLP Tasks

Setup. Models and Datasets. We used two popular models BERT and RoBERTa in the experiment [46, 68]. ReMoS can also be used for other NLP pretrained models. The datasets are SST-2 [62] and IMDB [47] for backdoor attacks and SST-2 and QNLI [56] for adversarial attacks following the prior settings [32, 49].

Baselines. We took two baselines from the CV experiments: conventional fine-tuning and magnitude-based pruning. The other baselines are not designed for NLP models and cannot achieve reasonable accuracy, thus were excluded from the comparison.

Defect Simulation. The backdoor implementation followed the prior work [32] which considers two scenarios: full domain knowledge (FDK) and domain shift (DS). FDK means that the attacker knows the student dataset and uses the identical dataset to embed the backdoor. DS means the attack dataset is different from the victim dataset. We used SST-2 and IMDB as the attack dataset and the victim dataset to form the four scenarios. We adopted two effective attack techniques from [32]: data poisoning and weight poisoning.

For adversarial vulnerability, we assumed the FDK scenario. We adopted two public implementations from TextAttack: Kuleshov [31] and TextFooler [29]. Kuleshov uses a greedy word swap strategy to find the adversarial samples. TextFooler uses the greedy word importance ranking algorithm.

Results. The defect reduction results of ReMoS on the backdoor and adversarial samples are displayed in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The defect inheritance rate is reduced by 50% and 61%
for two kinds of backdoor samples. ReMoS can also reduce 40% inherited adversarial vulnerabilities. Then we will summarize the results on the two defects.

**Backdoor.** As shown in Table 2, the backdoor attack is very effective and all DIRs of fine-tuning are over 88%, meaning that the backdoor inheritance problem in NLP tasks is more severe than that in CV. We think there are two reasons. First, for NLP tasks, the high-dimensional trigger vector (translated from the trigger word) is more distinct than triggers CV tasks. The difference between vectors is larger than the difference between CV images (pixel values are between 0 and 1 after normalized). Second, NLP models contain much more parameters. BERT has 110M parameters [1] while ResNet50 has 25M parameters [2]. The more redundant parameters may be easier to convey the backdoor logic.

With ReMoS, the rDIRm is 0.50 for data poisoning and 0.39 for weight poisoning, and the relative accuracy rACCm is about 0.97. The rDIRm of mag-pruning is 0.98. Both ReMoS and mag-pruning are less effective on NLP models than the CV models. This phenomenon implies that reducing the NLP backdoor inheritance might be more difficult.

**Adversarial vulnerability.** Table 3 displays the results on the inherited adversarial vulnerability. For simplicity, we report the average DIR over two attacks. For fine-tuned students, the average DIR is 79.80%. Similar to the backdoor, the DIRs on NLP models are higher than the CV models. Mag-pruning can partially reduce the DIR (the rDIRm is 0.76). The rDIRm of ReMoS is much lower (0.60) with slight accuracy drop (rACCm = 0.99).

### 5.4 Efficiency and Overhead

We compare the training efficiency of ReMoS with fine-tuning and retraining in Figure 8. The convergence speed of ReMoS is close to fine-tuning and significantly faster than retraining. Both ReMoS and fine-tuning achieve the optimal accuracy within 50 minutes on the Scenes dataset and within 100 minutes on the Birds dataset.

Since the training process of ReMoS does not introduce additional time cost, the overhead of ReMoS is just the slice computation time. The profiling step in slice computation is similar to performing a forwarding pass with the training dataset, which only takes several minutes. After profiling, computing the ordinal scores and selecting the relevant weights take less than a minute on ResNet18 and about three minutes on ResNet50. Meanwhile, ReMoS can be easily integrated into the conventional transfer learning pipeline without any task-specific configuration. Therefore, we believe ReMoS is efficient and easy-to-use enough for student model developers.

### 5.5 Interpreting the Slice

To further understand the efficiency and effectiveness of ReMoS, we inspect the weight pattern of the student model. First, we measured the transferability of both adversarial attacks and backdoor attacks on the student models before and after training. Specifically, we computed the weight difference \(w_S/w_T\) between the student model and the teacher model. The result is shown in Figure 9. For conventional transfer learning (fine-tuning), most of the weight changes are around 1.0. It means that most weights do not have to change too much to fit the student dataset. Retraining suffers from low performance because the weight changes are much larger and the small student dataset is not enough. ReMoS significantly reduces the number of weights that require large-range adjustment, thus the convergence speed is high.

We also studied the magnitude distribution of the weights excluded from the relevant slice (i.e. the weights that are reset to zero in ReMoS). The result is shown in Figure 10. As the layer depth increases, more weights with higher magnitude are excluded. This result is intuitive because, in a DNN model, the weights at deep layers are usually related to high-level features, thus may be less relevant to the specific student tasks. Instead, some of them may contribute a lot to certain defect-related decision logic. ReMoS excludes these weights from the student model, thus it can reduce defect inheritance while retaining useful knowledge.

### 6 RELATED WORK

The transferability of both adversarial attacks and backdoor attacks has been extensively studied before. Wang et al. [64] and Rezaei et al. [58] proposed to generate adversarial inputs targeting intermediate layers of the teacher models. These techniques are similar to neuron-coverage-guided DNN testing techniques. BadNets [20] and TrojanNN [45] have demonstrated the backdoor attacks are inheritable in their experiments. Various approaches [66, 70] have also been proposed to make the backdoors more transferable. Similarly, Ji et al. presented model-reuse attacks wherein malicious primitive models may infect host ML systems [28].

To mitigate defect inheritance, one way is to improve the robustness of teacher models and making the robustness transferable [12, 59]. However, in this paper, we focus on the student model developers’ side and consider how to avoid inheriting defects from public teacher models that may be insecure.

A straightforward solution for student model developers to reduce defect inheritance is “fix-after-transfer”, in which the developers...
Table 2: The defect reduction effectiveness of ReMoS against two backdoor attacks on NLP tasks. For each model, we include four situations where the attacker’s dataset may be the same or different as the student dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Fine-tune</th>
<th>Data Poisoning</th>
<th>ReMoS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>SST-2 to SST-2</td>
<td>92.70</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>92.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMDB to IMDB</td>
<td>87.96</td>
<td>96.11</td>
<td>88.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SST-2 to IMDB</td>
<td>90.53</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>91.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMDB to SST-2</td>
<td>93.21</td>
<td>96.17</td>
<td>92.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa</td>
<td>FDK</td>
<td>94.19</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>93.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMDB to IMDB</td>
<td>90.60</td>
<td>93.52</td>
<td>89.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SST-2 to SST-2</td>
<td>92.11</td>
<td>99.88</td>
<td>92.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMDB to SST-2</td>
<td>93.52</td>
<td>88.15</td>
<td>92.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The accuracy (ACC) and adversarial vulnerability inheritance rate (DIR) of ReMoS on NLP tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>DIR</th>
<th>Mag-prune</th>
<th>ReMoS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>SST-2</td>
<td>92.20</td>
<td>85.30</td>
<td>67.70</td>
<td>62.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QNLI</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>74.94</td>
<td>62.11</td>
<td>45.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa</td>
<td>SST-2</td>
<td>94.40</td>
<td>84.94</td>
<td>94.06</td>
<td>92.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QNLI</td>
<td>90.25</td>
<td>74.02</td>
<td>91.09</td>
<td>89.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 THREAT TO VALIDITY AND DISCUSSIONS

One possible threat to validity is that the studied samples in the experiment may not be representative. We tried our best to minimize this threat by covering as diverse vulnerabilities as possible, including vulnerabilities on different domains (CV and NLP), different model architectures (ResNet and BERT), and different datasets (eight datasets in total).

In this paper, we focus on the scenario of two models (the teacher and the student). However, there are three models in the real-world backdoor setting. The generalized-teacher model is the publicly-recognized model by the community. This model can be fine-tuned by an attacker to inject backdoor and become a domain-teacher model. The domain-teacher model is published on the Internet, downloaded by a deep learning developer, and further fine-tuned into the domain-student model (which inherits the defects). We simplify the three-model setting into two models because, from the DL developers’ perspective, the generalized teacher and the domain teacher are essentially the same. Both of them may contain vulnerabilities that may be inherited by the developers’ student model.

One intuitive solution to reduce the inherited defects is to dig into the teacher model and deal with the important vulnerabilities. Because the teacher models are widely accessible on the Internet, there should exist common vulnerabilities that have been understood by the public. These vulnerabilities are called “universal adversarial vulnerability” [35], and only accounts for a small part of the adversarial vulnerabilities in the teacher model. Thus, this solution maybe not effective enough to reduce as much inherited defects as possible.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes ReMoS, a relevant model slicing technique to reduce defect inheritance during transfer learning. ReMoS only reuses the relevant parts inside the teacher model and retrain the irrelevant parts to forget the defect-related knowledge. The relevant slice is computed based on the neuron coverage information by profiling the teacher model on the student dataset. Extensive experiments on seven DNN defects, four DNN models, and eight datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. ReMoS can reduce inherited defects by 63% to 86% for CV tasks and by 40% to 61% for NLP tasks with an accuracy sacrifice less than 3%.
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